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The pur$hse of this‘ note is to point out a simple, but hitherto unremarked, link 
-~ between tw.o sufficient conditions for the existence of a Hamilton qcle in an 
x >u@dire$te+ graph. We j prove that any simple graph G which satisjies Ore’s 
condition: I ’ 
d(u)+d(u)~v for all uu&E 
also satisfies the ChvBtal-Erdiis condition: 
(Here, as in [I], v denotes the number of vertices, cu the independence number, 
and x the connectivity of G.) Thus the Chvatal-Erdiis theorem [2] is seen to be a 
general&ion of Ore’s theorem [SJ. 
T~QWWE+. 4” G is a: simple graph which satisfies Ore’s condition, then G also ’ _ 
satkfies ~ the ~h&z&Er&s conditiotr. 
B?ND& The theorem is trivial if G is a complete graph, so let G be a simpie graph 
whic!&isfiei Ore’s condition and is not complete. Let S be a minilmum vertex 
cut of ~bOhen there is ;I partition R U S U T of V such that no edge of G has one 
end in R and the other in T. Let A be a maximum independent set of G, and let 
R’ = A n R, S’== A 13 S and Y = A $I T. In addition, set 
r= lRf5 
Note that 
r’= pi, s = ISI, s’= IS’I, t = p-1, t’= pq. 
rSs+t= V, r’+s’+ t’= a and s == K. 
er four cases, and prove that Q! s K in each. 
(i) R’&I”“==@. Then ASS and so C&K. 
(ii) R’P $4, 2” = 81. Let u E R’, v E T. Then, by Ore’s condition 
191 
:i ’ 'q p+ t-J=m-s and r’+t’=s++. 
Now the .aurnber of edges with one end in R and the other in S is at least 
r’(m.-r+r’)~(t-r’)(m-r,.tI)=r’s+(m-s)(m-r+1) 
Similarly, the number of edges With one end in T and the other in S is at feast 
t’s + (m - s)(m - t + I). 
Therefore the number of edges with exactly on3 end in S is at least 
(f+J)s+(m-s)(2m-r-t+2)==s(s-+I)+(m-q)(s+l)= m(s-H). 
But this is :‘!mpossl%Je, be&cause each of the s vertices in S is incident o precisely rar I
edges. 
Sbxa.&~ Erdijs and HobIxl ~[3] have extended the above corallary SO as to 
ir;&J& ~!a (m - kj-regular graphs on 2m + 1 vertices with 2k2+ k + I =S m. Their 
theorei~ however, is not suxeptible to tfre methods described here. 
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